Current indications for and the technique of wrist arthroscopy.
Since its introduction more than 30 years ago, wrist arthroscopy has become an essential diagnostic and therapeutic tool in hand surgery. This procedure minimizes exposures and allows access to otherwise remotely located anatomic regions with minimal morbidity. Advances in anatomic understanding and wrist scope technology have standardized the procedure and expanded indications. Current applications are diagnostic staging of various wrist pathologies where arthroscopy allows for a direct, magnified, and tactile-assisted examination. This includes injuries to the triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC), osteochondral lesion of the carpus, and dynamic assessment of carpal instability and radiocarpal arthritis. Therapeutic applications have continued to expand and include arthroscopic-assisted fracture reductions, treatment of radiocarpal synovitis and arthritis, TFCC repairs, and arthroscopic management of soft tissue pathologies such as ganglion excisions and release of contractures.